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Phone Call Scripts for O’s for Second and Third Voter Contact 

Phone call Scripts for O’s (create your own script using some of these ideas) 

If your contact answers the phone:     

Hi, My name is *** ****. Is this __________?  (I am calling from _______and) (I live in Tucson and)  

Did you get the postcard I sent? 

I sent the card to introduce myself.  I am a TAGG volunteer in this neighborhood & have a little bit of info to 
share with you. Is that ok? 

(TAGG is The AZ Ground Game; a Tucson grassroots voter education group.)  

I volunteered because it can’t be any clearer that this year’s election is critical for restoring good government 
& we are in a mess. 

OR 

(If you are from out of town.) I volunteered because what happens in Arizona’s election directly affects all of 
us around the country. 

1. Have you filled out your Census yet?   You can do this online:  my2020census.gov 

2. Are you familiar with what will be on the ballot this year?  

3. We will have a few propositions on it, not sure yet all of them but, possibly Marijuana, Health Care & Fair 

Elections. The Invest in Ed may not make it.  Are you familiar with any of these propositions? More info is on the 

website: azgroundgame.org/project11. I can text that to you if you like. 

4. Renewable energy for AZ is on the ballot too . . .The AZ Corporation Commission. Vote for the 3 D’s 

5. I am a strong supporter of (you choose 2 issues) Public Education, Fair Taxes, Voting Rights, Reproductive Rights, 

Fair wages and especially High Quality, Affordable Health Care 

6. I feel that we deserve better as a community and the only way we get there is by electing people who believe 

their job is to represent us not themselves or the wealthy. 

Again, my name is _____________ and my number is _________________. If you have any questions at all, 
please call me anytime. If I don’t know the answer, I will find out for you. The Website: 
AZGroundGame.org/Project11 has a lot of good info. 

Thank you so much for your time today.  

 If no one answers, this is a nice short message: 

Hi, My name is *** **** (I am calling from _______ and) (I live in Tucson and) I am a volunteer with The AZ 
Ground Game.  AZ Ground Game is a Tucson grassroots Voter-Education group. 

This year’s election is critical for restoring good government at ALL levels for our country and Arizona.  I am 
reaching out to introduce myself… to let you know that I plan to be helpful in keeping people informed about 
vital issues directly affected by elections …especially who represents us locally.  

Here is my ph # xxx-xxx-xxxx 

And our website azgroundgame.org/Project11 

I look forward to talking with you. I’ll be in touch. Hope you and your family are well. 

 

 


